
PageTraffic Celebrates 14 Years of Unbroken BBB

Accreditation with Exceptional A+ Ratings

Bringing Unmatched Excellence to the Digital Marketing Industry

(Chicago, IL, July 13, 2023) - PageTraffic, a renowned pioneer in the realm of SEO

services, today proudly announced its 14th consecutive year of accreditation by

the Better Business Bureau (BBB) with an impressive A+ rating.



Two Decade Plus of Trust and Transparency
PageTraffic's unwavering commitment to maintaining a superior standard of trust

and transparency has been instrumental in its longstanding relationship with the

BBB. Through the ups and downs of the dynamic digital landscape, PageTraffic as

an SEO Agency has consistently delivered results that not only meet but often

surpass client expectations. This commitment is manifest in its sustained BBB

accreditation, an achievement less than one percent of digital marketing

companies can claim.

Consistently High Quality Services
PageTraffic's A+ rating, the highest attainable mark given by BBB, is a testament to

their commitment to quality. To maintain such a rating over a span of 14 years

indicates an extraordinary dedication to customer service, ethical business

practices, and consistent delivery of high-quality services. PageTraffic's broad

range of solutions - from SEO and link building to social media marketing and web

design - have been proven to deliver substantial, measurable results for

businesses of all sizes.

Evolving with the Digital Landscape
With an innovative approach and an ear to the ground, PageTraffic has stayed

ahead of the curve, swiftly adapting to the ever-evolving digital landscape. Its

success lies not only in its skillful implementation of proven strategies but also in

its agility and foresight in staying ahead of emerging trends. Some of the recent

industry specific solutions includes: Ecommerce SEO, white label SEO, B2B SEO

and more.

A Commitment to Clients Above All
At the core of PageTraffic's operations is a deep-seated commitment to its clients.

"Our clients' success is our success," said Navneet Kaushal, CEO of PageTraffic.

"Our continued BBB accreditation and A+ rating are both a recognition of our

dedicated team and an affirmation of the trust our clients place in us. We will

https://www.bbb.org/us/il/chicago/profile/search-engine-marketing/pagetraffic-inc-0654-1000031227
https://www.pagetraffic.com/ecommerce-seo-services.php
https://www.pagetraffic.com/white-label-seo.php


continue to strive for excellence, ensuring that our services remain of the highest

quality and our clients receive the best possible results."

About PageTraffic
Founded in 2002, PageTraffic has grown into a global force in the digital marketing

world, serving thousands of clients across more than 36 countries. With offices in

Chicago, New Delhi, and London, PageTraffic has built an international reputation

for excellence in its wide range of services, including SEO, PPC management, link

building, social media marketing, and web design.

PageTraffic proudly marks 14 years of being accredited by the Better Business

Bureau (BBB). Over the years, PageTraffic has gained recognition for its effective

SEO strategies, delivering tailored solutions to clients of all sizes and industries.

Key Points:
PageTraffic celebrates 14 years of BBB accreditation with A+ ratings.

The company has maintained its commitment to excellence and customer

satisfaction throughout these years.

PageTraffic is a leading digital marketing agency providing comprehensive

solutions to businesses of all sizes. The BBB accreditation reflects PageTraffic's

dedication to ethical business practices and exceptional customer service.

The company offers a wide range of services, including SEO, PPC advertising, social

media marketing, content marketing, and web design.

PageTraffic's team stays updated with the latest industry trends and developments

to deliver cutting-edge solutions.

The company aims to foster long-term partnerships and drive sustainable growth

for its clients.



PageTraffic reaffirms its commitment to delivering unparalleled digital marketing

services in its 21st year of operation.
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